City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
REGULAR PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING AGENDA
Monday, October 26, 2020 – 6:30 p.m.
Attendance:
1.

Go to zoom.us/join

2.

Enter the meeting ID: 503 322 3327

3.

Required meeting password: 97118

4.

Optional call-in phone number: (346) 248-7799: enter meeting ID and password
when prompted.

I.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGINCE

II.

CALL TO ORDER

III.

PUBLIC HEARING: Nothing Scheduled

IV.

CONSENT CALENDAR:
A. Approval of Minutes –
1. Meeting Minutes - 02/24/2020……………………………..2
2. Meeting Minutes - 05/20/2020……………………………..4
3. Meeting Minutes -8/24/2020……………………………...10
Under the consent calendar, the Planning Commission may add anything
to Commission Business.

V.

PUBLIC COMMENT

VI.

PRESENTATIONS: NONE

VII.
VIII.

CORRESPONDENCE: NONE
OLD BUSINESS:
A. Citizens Advisory Committee discussion

IX.

NEW BUSINESS: NONE

X.

ADJOURNMENT

+ Supporting documents for this agenda are available at City Hall
+ This notice has been posted at City Hall, City Reader Board, Post Office and
Library
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City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
City Engineer email: blake@ci.garibaldi.or.us

PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING / WORKSHOP MINUTES
Monday, February 24, 2020, 6:30 p.m.
Community Hall, Garibaldi City Hall

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Commissioner Nathan Findling called the Planning Commission meeting to order
at 6:30. Present were Commissioners Karna Inman, Nathan Findling, James A.
Buker and Roger Cooper. Assistant City Manager, Lori Longfellow and Tourism
Coordinator, Laura Schmidt were also present.
Excused Absence: Judith Parker
Public present on record: Nick Young, Donna Buker and Carl Kopeck

II.

CONSENT CALENDAR
A. Approval of Minutes – January 27, 2020 Planning Commission Meeting – Inman
moved to approve minutes as presented, Findling 2nd motion. All for the vote, 4
Ayes

III.

NEW BUSINESS:
A. Chairperson Nomination: Inman moved to nominate Findling, Buker 2nd motion.
Call for the vote: 3 Ayes (Inman, Buker and Cooper). Findling: Recused

IV.

ADJOURNMENT: Findling adjourned the regular Planning Commission
meeting at 6:35 p.m. and call the Planning Commission Workshop to Order.

PLANNING COMMISSION WORKSHOP
Oregon Land Use Planning Online Training:
1. Oregon Land Use Planning Program, Chapter 1.
2. Urban, Rural and Resource Planning, Chapter 2.
3. Implementing Measures and Land Development in Practice, Chapter 3.
4. Making Land Use Decisions, Chapter 4.
Commission Findling consulted with Commissioners Inman, Buker, Cooper along
with remaining public and their consensus was to discard the Planning Commission
Workshop due to Wi-Fi complications. Findling did share that the links are
available online, should anyone wish to watch them.
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City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
City Engineer email: blake@ci.garibaldi.or.us

No questions and/or public comment
Adjourned: 6:56 pm.

_______________________________________
Nathan Findling, Chair
ATTEST:

______________________________________
Lori Longfellow, Assistant City Manager

Transcription: Lori Longfellow
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P.O. Box 708 / 107 6th Street
Garibaldi, OR 97118
Phone: (503) 322-3327
Fax: (503) 322-3737
Email: city@ci.garibaldi.or.us
Website: www.ci.garibald.or.us
The City of Garibaldi is an equal opportunity employer and provider

PLANNING COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES (DRAFT)

Wednesday, May 20, 2020, 6:30 p.m.
Online meeting: Zoom (zoom.us.join)
Meeting ID: 884 0760 0944
Meeting password: 507490

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Planning Commission Chair Nathan Findling called the Public Hearing and special
Planning Commission meeting to order and opened the Public Hearing for an
application for a conditional use permit in the R-1 Zone by Nea-Kah-Nie School District
#56. at 6:33 p.m. Present were Commissioners Nathan Findling, Karna Inman, James
Buker, and Roger Cooper, City Manager Geoff Wullschlager, City Engineer/Planner
Pro-Tem Blake Lettenmaier, Administrative Assistant II Laura Schmidt. Citizens
present were Melissa Elmore, Whitey Forseman, Sandra Tyrer, Janmaire Nugent, and
Paul Erlebach Others were present but did not identify themselves. James Fanjoy
(Architect) was present representing the applicant.

II.

PUBLIC HEARING – PUBLIC HEARING OF AN APPLICATION FOR
CONDITIONAL USE IN THE R-1 ZONE BY NEA-KAH-NIE SCHOOL DISTRICT #56.
Chair Findling read aloud the following statement: “This is a quasi-judicial hearing of
the Garibaldi Planning Commission to consider an application for a conditional use in
the R-1 Zone within the City of Garibaldi. The decision that will be made here tonight
is going to be whether or not the Planning Commission should approve the requested
conditional use.”
“This is a quasi-judicial of the public hearing of the Garibaldi Planning Commission to
consider an application (PAGES 2. – 16.) for a conditional use in the R-1 Zone within
the City of Garibaldi. The decision that will be made here tonight is going to be whether
or not the Planning Commission should approve the requested conditional use.
“A copy of the staff report describing the proposed use has been available to the public
since May 13th, 2020, and City staff has been available for questions and comments
regarding the proposed use since that time. Notice of the hearing tonight has been
provided to the public through publication in the Headlight Herald on April 29th, 2020,
and through public posting at various locations in town on May 15th, 2020. Notice was
provided to property owners within 250 feet of the location of the proposed use by
posted mail in conformance with the City’s municipal code on April 27th, 2020. Notice
of this hearing was publicly posted at various locations throughout town prior to this
meeting.”
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“This hearing is an opportunity for the public to comment on the proposed use. I would
like to ask those present if there is any objection to the jurisdiction of this commission
or any of its members? This question is specific to the authority of the Garibaldi City
Planning Commission in approving or denying a request for conditional use within the
City of Garibaldi.”
Hearing no objections, Chair Findling asked if any commissioners had a declared
conflict of interest or bias regarding the matter before the commission tonight. Chair
Findling stated that his mother in law is a board member of the Neh-Kah-Nie school
district but that this would not affect his objectivity.
Chair Findling read the following statement: ““At this time I’ll have the City Planner
Pro-Tem and the City Manager summarize the Planner’s staff report and relay any
correspondence or inquiry received to date.”
Mr. Blake Lettenmaier summarized the Planner’s staff report and read aloud the
relevant sections of the Garibaldi Municipal Code. Lettenmaier commented that he
would summarize the staff report and speak to some of the high points of the
application and speak to the criteria not met. He stated that the application could be
approved if the two lots are combined as one, due to impervious surface requirements,
and other conditions of approval as contained within the staff report. If the lots are not
combined the impervious surface of lot 8,300 would be at 70.1% which is nonconforming. The proposal increases the impervious area to 70.5% If the school district
combines lots 8300 and 8700 legally the impervious surface would be 30.9%, and thus
in conformance.
On street parking is adequately satisfied but staff recommended that each space be
identified as “compact only “with appropriate signage.
He added that approval criteria for bicycle parking has not been met and
recommended that the addition of one (1) space per classroom short term, and one (1)
space per classroom long term be required of the applicant per Garibaldi municipal
code table 18.125.124. He also stated that is per Conditional Use Review, which means
that it is up to the Planning Commission if they want to make it a requirement of the
applicant.
Mr. Lettenmaier went on to state, that the application, in an effort to meet “Community
Development Pattern”, under the Garibaldi Comprehensive Plan, must consider its
impact on adjacent structures as it is a nonresidential use in a residential area. He also
stated that the use has existed near the existing site since 1907 but that the proposed
shelter may impact adjacent residential areas as it relates to scenic views. All retaining
walls should have railings on top per Oregon State Building Code. Staff believes that
the application demonstrated that the proposal is in conformance with the substantive
criteria pertinent to the request should the proposed conditions of approval be
executed via final order.
There were not questions of the City Planner Pro-Tem following the presentation of
the Staff Report.
Chair Findling then stated: “At this time, I’ll have the City Manager relay and
correspondence and written testimony or inquiry received to date since the notice of
the public hearing on April 29th, 2020.”
City Manager Geoff Wullschlager read a letter of support from Michele Aeder dated
May 17th, 2020 into the record.
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Chair Findling then stated the following: “The decision that will be made tonight is
whether or not the Planning Commission will approve of the requested use. The
decision to approve or deny the use will be adopted through a final order that staff will
prepare after the meeting tonight (If there is no continuance requested by a party to the
hearing or the Planning Commission itself) .Any appeal to the decision made here
tonight must be submitted to the City Recorder within ten days of the date that the
final order is signed. Once staff has prepared the final order and I have signed it, the
applicant will be notified along with anyone else that requests or is required to be
notified. Notification will be provided within five days of the date that the order is
signed. Are there any questions about this process?”
Ms. Melissa Elmore identified herself as a participant with a question. She wanted to
offer her testimony. City Manager Wullschlager asked if she was attempting to offer
her testimony, to which it was identified that she was. He went on to state the oral
testimony needed to be presented at the appropriate time to which the participant was
amenable. There were not questions as to the process.
Chair Findling then stated: “The Planning Commission now calls for the applicant to
present any testimony regarding their application.”
Mr. Jim Fanjoy responded and provided the application and its addressing of the
pertinent criteria of the Garibaldi Municipal Code and Comprehensive Plan. City
Manager placed the application up on the screen for those in attendance to view
application elements as Mr. Fanjoy discussed them. He discussed the size, design, and
tolerances of the building. He also expressed that the size of the building will not
exceed the current footprint of the play area by much. He went on to stated that they
will be moving the path a bit to make it ADA compliant. They are also going to put in
some new retaining walls that are current with the required earthquake code. Mr.
Fanjoy went on to describe the site characteristics and concluded his presentation.
At the end of the applicant’s testimony Cm Inman had several questions for Mr. Fanjoy:
1. If the new structure was going to cover the area that the basketball courts are
currently at, to which Mr. Fanjoy stated, “It is.” and;
2. How tall would the structure be? Mr. Fanjoy pointed out that it would be 21.9 ft. at
its peak, and 16ft. at the top of the roof line along the eaves of the building.
Cm Cooper followed up with the following inquiry:
1. What would be the proposed color of the roof of the structure. Mr. Fanjoy stated
that “It was still under review.”
The questions of the Planning Commission were then concluded and Chair Findling
stated the following: ““The Planning Commission will now call for public testimony.
The City Administration also called for participants to submit written testimony in the
public notice as posted on April 29th, 2020, if they could not participate electronically
this evening. This testimony will be taken electronically through our zoom platform.
First we will hear from Proponents, then Opponents, then people neither in support
nor in opposition to the application.”
Manager Wullschlager interjected and read the following process for public comment:
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During a meeting, click on the icon on your screen labeled ‘Participants’ at the bottom
center of your PC or Mac screen.
At the bottom of your window on the right side of the screen, click the button labeled
‘Raise Hand’. Your digital hand is not raised.
Please only raise your hand for the group you are a part of, for example do not raise
your hand to give a comment in support of the application if you are in opposition and
vice versa”
Chair Findling then went on to state: “If there are any comments on the proposed use,
please keep those comments brief and to the point. If there is an objection to a proposed
use, the objection needs to address relevant facts or information from the City’s
municipal code, the City’s comprehensive plan, the Planner’s staff report or relevant
state law. Any material produced in relation to, support or opposition of, the proposed
use must be submitted to the Recorder to be included in the record. Failure to address
a pertinent criterion at this hearing will preclude an appeal based on that criterion. Any
party may request that the record for this hearing be held open for at least seven days;
however, this request must be made prior to the close of this hearing, and is subject to
the requirements of ORS 227.178 which requires the governing body of a city or its
designee to take final action on an application for a permit, including resolution of all
appeals within 120 days after the application is deemed complete. The City received
and deemed the application complete on March 2nd, 2020.
Comments are limited to three minutes. Persons wishing to speak must first be
recognized by the chair and the meeting administrator and must state their name and
address. If you are representing another person or entity, please state who that is and
what your connection to that person or entity is.
I will take any Proponents’ testimony first.”
There was no oral testimony offered in support of the proposed application.
Chair Findling then stated: “I will now take any Opponents testimony. Please keep in
mind that the applicant gets three minutes to respond to each opponent. If the
applicant gives any new information during their rebuttal, the opponent in turn gets
an additional three minutes to respond.”
There was no oral testimony offered in opposition to the proposed application.
Chair Findling then stated: “I will now take any Neutral testimony.”
Ms. Melissa Elmore identified herself as wanting to provide testimony and was
recognized by Chair Findling. She was addressed as “Councilwoman” to which she
replied she as participating in the meeting as a citizen, not a councilperson. Chair
Findling stated that since she is on the Council that is why she was being recognized
in this fashion. Ms. Elmore protested and stated that she was an individual citizen for
the submission of her testimony.
Ms. Elmore presented several concerns regarding the application. With staff not having
these in written format, and with problems with zoom buffering, it was hard to identify
the specific criteria, but it appeared that her position was that the application did not
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meet the “Community Development Pattern” of the Garibaldi Comprehensive Plan, as
the application made a number of assertions that it would not have negative impacts
on adjoining properties, without any measurements or presentations of how this was
met.
Ms. Elmore continued to speak and was asked by Chair Findling to cease the offering
of testimony as it had gone beyond the three-minute limit. Ms. Elmore stated that she
did not have much more to submit and asked if she could finish to which Chair
Findling allowed her to go forward.
Ms. Elmore offered an extension of her testimony further expressing her concern
regarding the height of the building, and her properties exposure to the new structure
with concerns regarding parking and foot traffic in her neighborhood, and people
having access to her property.
Chair Findling asked Ms. Elmore to stop as she had exceeded the time that the Chair
felt was appropriate. He did so by gaveling down the submission of further testimony.
Chair Findling asked why the testimony had not been submitted in writing before the
hearing as it was lengthy. Ms. Elmore stated that she had not had the adequate
preparation time to prepare a written document prior to the meeting. Chair Findling
suggested that Ms. Elmore prepare her testimony in written form and submit it so that
it could be considered as he said he had already planned to keep the record open for a
minimum of fourteen (14) days. City Manager Wullschlager asked for a point of order
and stated that the record is only required to be kept open for a minimum of seven (7)
days. Chair Findling stated he was aware of this requirement but wanted to make space
for an adequate amount of time for submission and review.
Cm Cooper stated that the presentation of evidence left him not hearing all the details,
and he too would like to see it in document form.
Chair Findling stated: “Are there any questions from the commission about comments
received at this time?”, to which there were none.
Chair Findling then asked: “Is there a request to keep the record open?”, to which Ms.
Elmore asked for the record to remain open for at least seven days.
City Manager Geoff Wullschlager asked the Planning Commissioners present to
deliberate on dates for the extension of the hearing. The Planning Commission
concluded on a period of seven (7) days, and agreed to meet on May 27th at 6:30 p.m.,
on zoon thus meeting the time and place certain requirement for extensions of hearings
under Oregon land use law.
Chair Findling closed the hearing at 7:30 p.m. and reconvened the special meeting of
the Garibaldi Planning Commission.

IV.

NEW BUSINESS

A. Consideration of Conditional Use Application – Neah-Kah-Nie School District
#56 (CU-2020-02)

There was no further consideration of application CU 2020-02 as it there had been an
extension to the hearing applied.
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Chair Findling adjourned the meeting at 7:32 p.m.

______________________________
Chair: Nathan Findling
____________________________
Attest: Geoff Wullschlager
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City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
City Manager email: geoff@ci.garibaldi.or.us
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
Monday, August 24, 2020 – 6:30 p.m.
ZOOM CONFERENCE

I.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

II.

CALL TO ORDER
Pro-tem Chair Roger Cooper called the Planning Commission Meeting to order at
6:50 p.m. Present were Commissioners Nathan Findling, James Buker, Judith
Parker and Roger Cooper. Assistant City Manager Lori Longfellow and City
Administrative Assistant 2 Laura Schmidt were also present.

III.

CONSENT CALENDAR
A. Approval of Minutes –
1. Planning Commission Public Hearing Extension 07/13/2020
Pro-tem Chair Roger Cooper made a MOTION to approve the 07/13/2020
meeting minutes as presented. Commissioner Findling seconded. ALL in
favor. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
2. Planning Commission Regular Meeting 07/27/2020
Commissioner Findling questioned if there was a grammatical error on
page 5 of the meeting minutes for 7/27/20 noting a potential extra
quotation mark. Discussion was had and it was decided to correct the
grammatical error however necessary to clean it up.
Commissioner Findling made a MOTION to approve the 07/27/2020
meeting minutes as amended. Commissioner Buker seconded. ALL in
favor. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

IV.

GUESTS – NONE (Jenna Berman to be rescheduled)

V.

PUBLIC COMMENT: NONE

VI.

PRESENTATIONS: NONE

VII.

OLD BUSINESS: NONE
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City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
City Manager email: geoff@ci.garibaldi.or.us

VIII.

NEW BUSINESS:
A. Chair Nomination
Discussion is had regarding nominating a chair. It was decided to table the
nomination and keep Roger Cooper as the Pro-tem Chair.
Commissioner Findling made a MOTION to keep Roger Cooper as the Pro-tem
Chair. Commissioner Buker seconded. ALL in favor. MOTION PASSED
UNANIMOUSLY.

IX.

ADJOURNMENT
Chair Cooper adjourns the meeting at 7:11 p.m.

________________________________________
Roger Cooper, Pro-Tem Planning Commission Chair
ATTEST:
______________________________
Geoff Wullschlager, City Manager
Transcription: Laura Schmidt
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